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Imagine: you are being hospitalised with an acute appendicitis. While 

you are brought in on a stretcher the nurse asks you: “How can we 

please you as well as possible?” or “What about your lifestyle?”. Not 

much fantasy is needed to imagine what your reaction would be: you 

would scream for help.  Since that is what you came in for: you want 

to get rid of the disorder in your appendix and all the trouble it brings 

about. After that you will concern about how you will continue. You 

are even prepared to abandon all your usual ways of doing. For the 

sake of your cure you adapt to the rules of the hospital. Often you 

even give up your autonomy of making your own choices: you eat and 

sleep when this is planned, you reconcile to the fact that you will be in 

a room with strangers.  

 The health service traditionally focuses on the cancelling out of 

disorders and problems. The care for a good stay in such an institute is 

getting more attention, but is clearly subordinate to the orientation on 

disorders and problems. The care for disabled people arises from the 

hospital tradition. Within those institutions there is also a clear 

orientation on disorders and problems. But there is also another  

important area for special attention: education, development and 

training.  The way in which education and development is realised, is 

determined by procedures and strategies which, on the basis of 

experiences in the past, have proven successful. Questions like: “What 

would you like to learn?” and “How would you like to develop 

yourself?” come up less. Also under these conditions the autonomy of 

the client is made inferior to the for him essential considered training, 

development or education. That is no disgrace, it fits within our 

culture: as a child we are familiar with the fact that we must do our 

homework, we must eat healthy, and the choice of the time to go to 

bed is made by our parents, not by the children. However, within the 
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general day to day culture the individual autonomy gains ground on 

the authority of parents and educators, when reaching adulthood.  

Within institutes for disabled people this achieving of individual 

autonomy is less obvious. There is always a certain dependency of 

professionals and more or less these professionals remain 

determinative for the actions of their clients. Of course the 

professionals have an eye for the needs of the clients, but the same 

professionals often determine whether something is allowed. In this 

sense it is paradoxical that every institution has in mind the 

maximising of the autonomy and development of the client, whereas 

the ways in which this should be achieved are especially determined 

by rules and regulations derived from the successful treatment and 

training strategies and, to a much smaller extent, to the wishes or 

choices of the clients themselves. Within Kalorama we have tried to 

reduce the dominance of orientations on problems and on  

development. Our primary goal was the care for a good, pleasant and 

safe life: the functioning-oriented approach (Bakker – de Pree, 1987). 

Actions within the framework of treatment, development and 

widening of experiences are to be tested to that criterion. But the 

question that goes with it is: how do you put that criterion into 

operation? We have chosen for a criterion that is determined by the 

resident himself: there is a good, pleasant and safe life when the 

resident functions to his own satisfaction. What belongs to this 

functioning and what does not, differs from person to person: 

situations that evoke a pleasant, safe feeling for one person may evoke 

the opposite felling for another. This uniqueness of functioning 

repertoire starts developing in early childhood as a result of the 

interaction between the person with his ‘genetic’ and matured abilities 

and the environment in the way that the person behaves actively in 

avoiding social exclusion and environmental ‘emptiness’. What 

emotional impact certain situations have on someone, depends on 

someone’s experience with those situations in the past. Whether 

someone will manage to do something expected pleasant and safe 

therefore depends on his experience of similar situations in the past 

and of the circumstances of the moment. The question which doing is 

pleasant for the individual resident has been an important point of 

attention within the deafblind – and other health services; it is settled 

down in the so called need-leaded approach. The question how 
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someone will come to that doing, has been under-exposed for a long 

time. To answer this question the functioning-oriented method of 

approach has two methodical points of view:  

- offering maximum space 

- offering circumstances to come to functioning (specially in situations 

where apparently circumstances for functioning are lacking ). 

 

Offering maximum space 

With this, as much space as possible for the individual life style of the 

resident is offered from the understanding that he may have different 

standard. In practice this means handling as few rules as possible and 

offering as much freedom as possible for the resident to go his own 

way. As regards content the professional does not meddle with the 

doings of the resident in the sense that he does not determine what is 

good or not for the particular resident or client. 

 

Offering and maintaining favourable circumstances 

The environment we offer has to give as many points of connection as 

possible for functioning. From psychiatry is known that patients who 

moved from big institutions to small group homes, integrated in 

society appeared to be less ‘mad’ than they were during there stay in 

the large scale hospital setting. It is presumed that day to day culture 

offers many recognisable situations such as hominess, work, 

relaxation, contact, going out et cetera; in other words: there is a high 

probability that day to day culture contains in one way or another 

some specific points of connection for the individual. But if a resident 

does not function to his own satisfaction, circumstances needed to do 

things he experiences pleasant and safe, are lacking in his 

environment. Fortunately, most residents have not just one, but more  

possibilities to do pleasant things. In a situation in which a resident 

does not function, a variety of possibilities to come to pleasant ‘doing’ 

are lacking. Often those possibilities are not all completely absent: 

often they are insufficiently clear or insufficiently strong present and, 

because of that, not ‘seen’ by the resident. In other words, in most 

situations there are probably various chances to do something 

pleasant. Life style and functioning opportunities of individuals 

develop within a culture. It is important to make this culture, and thus 

the potential points of connection, as accessible as possible for 
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deafblinds. On the other hand this general culture has not enough to 

offer deafblinds: contact, getting informed and mobility- and action 

space. These are, within the general culture, vulnerable fields for 

deafblind people. Whereas these aspects are crucial for every human 

being to be able to function satisfactorily. Within institutes and other 

facilities for deafblind people, those functioning fields are tried to be 

made accessible. From the general culture a subculture for deafblind 

originates. This subculture is more or less necessary for deafblinds to 

be able to function satisfactorily. There is also a danger in this 

necessary subculture: the separation between the general culture and 

the subculture is getting so strong that the general culture becomes 

inaccessible: the consequence is isolation. An example: dinner. Some 

deafblind people are able to buy and prepare food for themselves and 

for others. Many of them cannot. This does not mean that the meal 

should be dished up as plate-service and put for someone’s nose. The 

preparation of a meal offers many people some point of connection or 

another for functioning: think up the kind of meal, go shopping, be 

helpful, organise, give comment et cetera. A supportive subculture 

offers more points of connection; an isolating subculture limits by 

fewer or one-sided points of connection. Involving people in the 

preparation of a meal is not primarily aimed at increasing the 

independence, but at offering chances to be able to function 

satisfactorily. 

 When the functioning-oriented approach is primarily concentrated 

on the offering of functioning opportunities, then what does that mean 

for disorders and problems which arise and for all kinds of 

development questions?  

 When intervening on problems or development, the choice of the 

resident himself remains in the centre. I will try to briefly indicate a 

number of starting-points with regard to interventions on some 

problem categories and to development processes. 

 

Problem categories 

 

Interventions on compensating of maintenance limitations 

It is concerned with rendering assistance to all activities and situations 

in which the resident or client is limited in his doing because of his 

handicaps or his mental and physical capacity. For the greater part it 
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concerns the help to day to day activities. Much attention is paid to the 

well looking after of disabled people. This does not mean that the 

handicapped person will also manage on a good and pleasant life. 

Good care can contribute to the functioning of the resident. Not in this 

sense: first care and then see what is ‘nice’ for him or her, but at the 

same time finding out what is important for him, how does he feel 

secure and how can I take that into account. 

 

Supporting in case of complaints and dysfunctioning.   

Starting point in the interventions in case of complaints should always 

be empathy. With this the client gets a signal from the professional 

that his feelings are understood. The client should have the feeling that 

the professional is an ‘ally’. Never try to reduce the complaint or the 

emotions expressed by the complaining persons by comments like: 

“look at the sunny side” or “count your blessings’: it forces the person 

to put more energy in convincing you of his emotional state. After the 

resident has received the signal that there is understanding of his 

feelings, it is important that the professional finds out what the nature 

of the complaints is. Complaints can be related to: 

- someone’s living conditions 

- lack of functioning of the individual himself 

- the functioning of the other. 

 

Complaints concerning living conditions 

For instance, because of health limitations and financial problems, 

problems concerning the loss of persons or things, problems 

concerning living- or working conditions. Many social workers or 

other professionals are inclined to advise and come up with solutions 

to these problems. The problem is that there is a high risk that 

residents and clients are pointed in a direction that does not or partly 

correspond with their interests. Often, advices are not being carried 

out or the result is a disappointment for the client. That is why it is 

better to support a client by giving him information so that he will find 

a solution himself. (Often the incapacity to find solutions results from 

not having sufficient information.).  

An example: a deaf, poor sighted resident with severe motorical 

problems is rather involved in how to get a partner for a sexual 

relationship. He proposed to buy a double bed. First reaction of staff 
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was: that is not possible, it would be disappointing for him because he 

will never succeed to get someone in. Fortunately they did not express 

those feelings to him and reflecting to our philosophy they decided to 

stand behind him in his chosen first step: getting orientated in which 

bed should be suitable for him.  

 

Complaints about one’s own behaviour 

Symptoms occur when someone has insufficient moments at which he 

functions to his own satisfaction. Attention is often paid at moments 

when the symptom occurs, whereas it is important that the attention is 

aimed at moments when the client feels well.  

However, a client can be so occupied with the symptoms that he is 

not capable of looking at the good moments. An understanding 

attitude is most important at those moments. When the client feels the 

professional is his ally, he will be sooner prepared to look together 

with the professional for functioning moments. This can be done by 

reflection on recent moments or situations. The client indicates 

whether he felt good or less bad at these moments. The reflection on 

these experiences strengthens the power of stimuli connected with 

these experiences. This method can only be used when there still are 

functioning moments.  

The situation is different in case of a constant state of disorder and 

dysfunctioning (e.g. when the client is in a severe state of depression 

and apathy). Then the client has to be brought into different situations 

(sometimes  using slight pressure). This way he will be able to 

experience whether  there are cues for functioning.  

 

Complaints about the functioning of the other 

With this, all interaction problems the resident experiences, are meant; 

problems with his fellow residents, relatives, personnel et cetera. 

These interaction problems are often dual: the other ‘side’ experiences 

a problematic, annoying et cetera, interaction (for instance: quarrel, 

some differences of opinion). Countless situations occur in which the 

other does not feel the interaction is problematical (e.g. someone is 

considered too dominant, too obtrusive or annoying because he slams 

the doors…) Also in the case of interaction problems, it is important 

that the professional does not give advices with regard tow hat the 
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resident or client is supposed to do,  but give information and support 

in a way that the client is able to choose a strategy that fits him or her. 

An example: there were severe complaints of staff and colleagues 

of a deaf/poor sighted man at the sheltered workshop and in the group 

home about his slamming with doors. The aversion was so strong that 

staff of workshop threatened that the man could not stay longer at the 

workshop if he did not change his behaviour. In the past angry 

reactions of colleagues or direct feedback by staff when slamming 

with doors did not work. Neither did positive feedback after the few 

times he had closed a door softly. We assumed that closing the door 

firmly was established as a habit original reinforced by vibrations, felt 

after slamming, as signal that the door was closed. We tried to find a 

powerful stimulus that could be connected to closing the door softly. 

On theoretical grounds we choose for active avoiding social exclusion 

(=angriness of colleagues) as controlling stimulus and if this was 

motivating for him to offer a training in discrimination between 

slamming and properly closing doors. Because of the low language 

level of this man (natural signs and supporting finger spelling/reading) 

we did our proposals with the help of the following drawing. This 

approach was extremely effective: after a few sessions their was no 

more door-slamming. 

 

Interventions on development 

Interventions on development imply all actions which involve 

acquiring knowledge, developing skills and offering experience 

opportunities. Also for adult deafblind people there is a huge demand 

for training and further development. The trick is to find a way that 

corresponds to the possibilities and interests for the clients and 

residents in question. As residents are able to make clear their 

interests, it becomes easier for the professional to come to a strategy; 

for a large part based on what the resident indicates. It is important to 

follow the aims of the client even if you think that they are not or only 

for a part realistic.  

The desired strategy is: stand by your client, support him when he 

makes his first step (exposure), reflect, together with him the 

experience of that first step (experience) and what he learns from it 

(expertise). It is more difficult when the deafblind is not at all able to 

structure his life and development. Then the professional must provide 
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structure, to the extent that the resident’s limited contribution must be 

given maximum space. The professional has to work with the 

supposed, often long-term interest of the resident. The deafblind 

person will often go towards the immediately perceptible interest (I 

know what I have, I survey the safe situation and do not know what 

will happen if I leave this situation). The step by step experiencing of 

new situations will occasionally win someone over. Sometimes a 

small amount of pressure is needed to convince the resident. 

 

Consequences for the professionals 

The orientation on functioning has important consequences for staff. 

In the past our institutional culture was characterised by many rules 

and a rather normative straitjacket. There were strict standards within 

a team: the team should always be on the same wavelength and 

extensive care plans were needed in which the best way to act was 

determined.  

In the past treatment programmes were focussing at disorders, 

problems and development/rehabilitation. As an ideal, taking 

professional action was tried to be seized in the sum of the formulated 

actions. Quickly, practice proved that professional action did not have 

itself caught in all kinds of tight rules of conduct: the greater part of 

professional action was determined more by the actuality of the care 

situation than by all kinds of written action instructions in the various 

are plans. The efficiency of professional action turned out to be better 

when professionals were called upon stronger with regards to the 

making of own choices, the bearing of responsibilities and the 

working from own insight and creativity. One of our slogans is: “ Be 

consequent with your principles, never try to do things exactly as your 

colleagues do”. 

The orientation on functioning is mainly framed in that space; to a 

small extent, concrete plans concerning behaviour are made. 

Treatment, development or education plans are in that point of view 

just a part of the total space for support. They only concern a part of 

the functioning of the client. In that, they can have an important 

function: e.g. quantity and type of medication, what medical actions, 

and what circumstances do we systematically offer the client (such as 

work, activities etc.). There is a danger that the focus on these 

instructions is too strong; the actions arising from that are only 
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meaningful when they are constantly related on the existence 

experience of the client. That is why it is recommendable to limit the 

quantity of similar plans and evaluate regularly if the plans are still 

functional. Multi-disciplinary consultation should not only be aimed at 

evaluations and corrections, but especially at the question whether the 

client involved manages on with a good life. 
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